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Aim: Excessive use of online games can have negative influences on mental health and daily functioning. Although
the effects of transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) have been investigated for the treatment of addiction, it
has not been evaluated for excessive online game use. This study aimed to investigate the feasibility and tolerability of
tDCS over the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) in online gamers. Methods: A total of 15 online gamers
received 12 active tDCS sessions over the DLPFC (anodal left/cathodal right, 2 mA for 30 min, 3 times per week for 4
weeks). Before and after tDCS sessions, all participants underwent 18F-fluoro-2-deoxyglucose positron emission
tomography scans and completed the Internet Addiction Test (IAT), Brief Self Control Scale (BSCS), and Beck
Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II). Results: After tDCS sessions, weekly hours spent on games (p= .02) and scores of
IAT (p< .001) and BDI-II (p= .01) were decreased, whereas BSCS score was increased (p= .01). Increases in self-
control were associated with decreases in both addiction severity (p= .002) and time spent on games (p= .02).
Moreover, abnormal right-greater-than-left asymmetry of regional cerebral glucose metabolism in the DLPFC was
partially alleviated (p= .04). Conclusions: Our preliminary results suggest that tDCS may be useful for reducing
online game use by improving interhemispheric balance of glucose metabolism in the DLPFC and enhancing self-
control. Larger sham-controlled studies with longer follow-up period are warranted to validate the efficacy of tDCS in
gamers.
Keywords: online game, transcranial direct current stimulation, positron emission tomography, dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex, regional cerebral metabolic rate of glucose, self-control
INTRODUCTION
Increasing attention has been paid to the excessive use of
online games since accumulating evidence has suggested
that it can have negative influences on mental health and
daily functioning and may lead to Internet gaming disorder
(IGD; Chen & Peng, 2008; Ho et al., 2014; Pawlikowski &
Brand, 2011).
Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is a
non-invasive brain stimulation technique in which a low-
intensity direct current is applied on scalp resulting in
modulation of neuronal resting membrane potentials. In
general, anodal tDCS enhances cortical excitability and
cathodal tDCS reduces it (Nitsche & Paulus, 2000). Com-
pared to other non-invasive brain stimulation techniques,
such as transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), tDCS
devices are simpler and cheaper. Moreover, tDCS is asso-
ciated with only mild and transient adverse effects such as
itching and tingling under the electrodes (Poreisz, Boros,
Antal, & Paulus, 2007).
Several studies have reported that tDCS on the dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) can be effective for treating be-
havioral and substance addiction (Boggio et al., 2008, 2010;
Fregni et al., 2008; Goldman et al., 2011; Sauvaget et al.,
2015). However, it has not been tested in online game use.
The current pilot study is a prospective single-arm study
evaluating the feasibility and tolerability of tDCS over the
DLPFC in reducing online game use. First, changes in
symptoms of online game addiction, time spent on games,
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self-control, and depressive symptoms were examined after
tDCS sessions. Second, we used 18F-fluoro-2-deoxyglucose
positron emission tomography (FDG-PET) to evaluate
changes in regional cerebral metabolic rate of glucose
(rCMRglu) in the DLPFC. We focused on the asymmetry
of rCMRglu in the DLPFC, since asymmetry of brain
function may be involved in the pathophysiology of IGD
(Gordon, 2016) and tDCS changes cortical excitability in a
polarity-dependent manner (Nitsche & Paulus, 2000).
METHODS
Participants
Young adults who play online games were recruited as the
gamer group, whereas those who do not play games were
included as the non-gamer group. The inclusion criteria for
the gamer group were those who have two or more IGD
symptoms as defined by the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders-5 (American Psychiatric As-
sociation, 2013) or play games at least 1 hr per day on
average. Exclusion criteria for both groups were (a) current
major medical conditions including psychiatric or neurolog-
ical disorders; (b) taking psychotropic medications; (c)
history of traumatic brain injury; (d) history of seizure,
epilepsy, or brain surgery; and (e) history of alcohol or
other substance abuse or dependence. All tDCS sessions and
clinical and neuroimaging evaluations were conducted at
Incheon St. Mary’s Hospital (Incheon, South Korea).
Transcranial direct current stimulation
After the baseline visit, the gamers received 12 active
sessions (three times per week for 4 weeks) using the tDCS
device (Ybrain, Seongnam, South Korea). The current was
given at 2 mA for 30 min. The anodal electrode was placed
over the left DLPFC (F3; 10–20 EEG system) and the
cathode electrode over the right DLPFC (F4). The partici-
pants were asked to report any adverse effects after each
session.
Clinical assessment
The severity of online game addiction was evaluated using
the modified version of the Young’s Internet Addiction Test
(IAT; Young, 1998), in which the word “Internet” has been
replaced with “online games.” The Brief Self Control Scale
(BSCS) was used to assess levels of self-control (Tangney,
Baumeister, & Boone, 2004). Depressive symptoms were
examined using the Beck Depression Inventory-II (BDI-II;
Beck, Steer, & Brown, 1996). The gamer group also
reported weekly hours spent playing games. The baseline
and follow-up assessments were performed within 1 week
before the first tDCS session and after the last session,
respectively.
Brain image acquisition and processing
Brain FDG-PET scans were conducted using a Discovery
PET/CT scanner (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee, WI, USA) at
baseline and follow-up visits. All participants were
intravenously injected with 185–222 MBq of FDG.
Forty-seven transaxial emission images were acquired after
45 min of uptake period (pixel size = 1.95 × 1.95 mm, slice
thickness = 3.27 mm). Sixteen slices of CT images were
also obtained for attenuation correction. Standard filtering
and reconstructing techniques were applied for the PET
images.
Statistical Parametric Mapping 12 (SPM; Wellcome
Department of Cognitive Neurology, Institute of Neurology,
London, UK) was used for image processing. All PET
images were spatially normalized to the SPM PET template
(Montreal Neurological Institute, McGill University, Mon-
treal, Canada) and resliced with a voxel size of 2 × 2 ×
2 mm3. Voxel intensities were normalized to global mean
intensity by proportional scaling. Normalized rCMRglu
values were extracted from the bilateral DLPFC and primary
motor cortex. Asymmetry index (AI) of rCMRglu was
defined as (right− left)/[(right + left)/2] × 100. Positive AI
indicates right-greater-than-left glucose metabolism.
Statistical analysis
Baseline differences in age, sex, and AI between two groups
were examined using independent t-test or χ2 test. Changes
in weekly hours spent playing games, scores of the IAT,
BSCS, and BDI-II, and AI were assessed using linear mixed
model in the gamer group. For significant changes of AI, we
further assessed the changes of rCMRglu of the left and right
regions-of-interest using linear mixed model.
Two separate multiple linear analyses were conducted
with changes in IAT score or changes in time spent on
games as a dependent variable and changes in scores of
BSCS and BDI-II as independent variables.
A two-tailed p< .05 was considered statistically signifi-
cant. Statistical tests were conducted with Stata version 13.1
(StataCorp., College Station, TX, USA).
Ethics
The study procedures were carried out in accordance with
the Declaration of Helsinki and were approved by the
institutional review board of Incheon St. Mary’s Hospital
(Incheon, South Korea). Written informed consent was
obtained from all participants.
RESULTS
Fifteen young adults were included in the gamer group and
10 young adults in the non-gamer group. The mean ages of
the gamer and non-gamer groups were 21.3± 1.4 and 28.8
± 7.5 years, respectively (t=−3.81, p< .001). There were
eight men in the gamer group and six men in the non-gamer
group (χ2= 0.11, p= .74). In the gamer group, seven parti-
cipants were diagnosed with IGD.
After the tDCS sessions, IAT score (z=−4.29, p< .001),
weekly hours spent playing games (z=−2.41, p= .02), and
BDI-II score (z=−2.75, p= .01) were decreased (Table 1).
The score of BSCS was significantly increased (z= 2.80,
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p= .01). No participants reported any adverse effects of
tDCS.
The decrease in IAT score was associated with the
improvement in BSCS score (β=−0.81, p= .002), but not
with the BDI-II score (β=−0.10, p= .66). In addition, the
decrease in time spent on games was correlated with the
increase in BSCS score (β=−0.70, p= .02), but not with
the BDI-II score (β=−0.40, p= .15).
Before the tDCS sessions, AI of the DLPFC was
4.5± 1.7 in the gamer group and 1.9± 1.8 in the non-gamer
group, indicating a significant difference (t= 3.53, p= .002;
Figure 1). However, AI of the primary motor cortex in the
gamer group (0.1± 2.8) was comparable to that in the non-
gamer group (−1.1± 1.9, t= 1.16, p= .26). After the tDCS
sessions, AI of the DLPFC was significantly decreased in
the gamer group (4.0± 1.7, z=−2.11, p= .04), whereas AI
of the primary motor cortex did not change (−0.01± 2.4,
z=−0.25, p= .80). rCMRglu of the left DLPFC did not
significantly change (z=−1.58, p= .11), whereas that of the
right DLPFC was decreased at a marginal significance level
(z=−1.89, p= .06).
DISCUSSION
This is the first study, to our knowledge, to investigate the
feasibility and tolerability of tDCS in online gamers. Fol-
lowing 12 active tDCS sessions over the DLPFC, symptoms
of online game addiction, average time spent on games, and
subclinical depressive symptoms were significantly de-
creased, whereas self-control was increased without any
adverse events. Moreover, increases in self-control were
linearly associated with decreases in both addiction symp-
toms and time spent on games. In PET analysis, abnormal
right-greater-than-left asymmetry of rCMRglu in the
DLPFC was partially alleviated after the tDCS sessions in
the gamer group.
Improvements in subclinical depressive symptoms and
self-control after tDCS of the DLPFC are in line with
previous studies. Anodal tDCS of the left DLPFC amelio-
rated depressive symptoms in patients with major depres-
sion (Fregni et al., 2006) and enhanced performance on the
Stroop task in healthy adults (Loftus, Yalcin, Baughman,
Vanman, & Hagger, 2015). However, decreases in both
Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of gamers
Characteristics Pre-tDCS (mean± SD or n) Post-tDCS (mean± SD) Test statistics
Age (years) 21.3± 1.4
Sex (male/female) 8/7
Internet gaming disorder 7
Internet Addiction Test 37.5± 15.7 24.9± 16.7 z=−4.29, p< .001
Weekly hours spent playing games 16.8± 11.7 10.3± 9.9 z=−2.41, p= .02
Brief Self Control Scale 35.1± 6.4 37.9± 4.7 z= 2.80, p= .01
Beck Depression Inventory-II 13.7± 9.6 9.7± 8.1 z=−2.75, p= .01
Note. SD: standard deviation; tDCS: transcranial direct current stimulation.
Figure 1. Asymmetry index (AI) of regional cerebral glucose metabolism in gamers before and after prefrontal transcranial direct current
stimulation (tDCS) and non-gamers at baseline. AI was defined as [(right− left)/(right+ left)/2 × 100]. Error bars denote standard errors
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addiction symptoms and time spent on games were corre-
lated only with the increase in self-control, not with the
reduction in depressive symptoms. Although these results
suggest that the improvement in self-control may be more
closely related to the control of online game use, further
studies are needed to elucidate detailed mechanism of
prefrontal tDCS in gamers.
Several studies investigating the neural correlates of IGD
have reported structural and functional impairments in the
prefrontal regions including the DLPFC (Park, Han, & Roh,
2017). The DLPFC has been suggested to be closely
involved in the pathophysiology of both substance and
behavioral addiction: craving (Kober et al., 2010), impulse
control (Li, Luo, Yan, Bergquist, & Sinha, 2009), and
decision-making (Fecteau, Fregni, Boggio, Camprodon,
& Pascual-Leone, 2010). A previous study using functional
magnetic resonance imaging found altered cue-induced
activity in the DLPFC of individuals with IGD (Ko
et al., 2009). Reduced gray matter density of the DLPFC
was also shown in IGD subjects (Choi et al., 2017; Yuan
et al., 2011). However, laterality of brain activity remains
unclear in online game addiction, although a previous meta-
analysis suggested that cue-induced craving for online
gaming may be related to right prefrontal activations
(Gordon, 2016). In this study, the right-lateralized rCMRglu
of the DLPFC in the gamer group at baseline suggests that
abnormal brain glucose metabolism may exist at resting
state. Furthermore, tDCS partially alleviated this asymmetry
in the gamers by decreasing rCMRglu of the right DLPFC.
Some limitations of this study should be addressed. First,
a lack of a sham-control group does not allow one to
distinguish actual physiological effects from placebo
effects. However, significant changes in brain glucose
metabolism may indicate actual effects of tDCS and
uncontrolled design has been used in several preliminary
studies using TMS or tDCS among patients with addiction
or other psychiatric disorders (Kekic, Boysen, Campbell, &
Schmidt, 2016; Politi, Fauci, Santoro, & Smeraldi, 2008).
Future studies may apply tDCS to both gamers and non-
gamers and compare the effects between the two groups.
Another strategy would be splitting gamers into active or
sham tDCS group. The most robust design would be the
combination of both approaches in order to prove the
specificity and causal effects of tDCS. Second, the sample
size was small, and for this reason we did not conduct
additional analysis comparing efficacy of tDCS between
IGD patients and normal gamers within the gamer group.
Further research is required to determine whether tDCS is
more effective on normal gamers or patients with IGD.
Third, the non-gamer group showed significantly higher age
than the gamer group. However, since all participants were
young adults, aging effect may not be influential on brain
glucose metabolism. Fourth, weekly hours spent on games
were self-reported rather than measured values. Fifth, long-
term follow-up assessments are required for future clinical
applications.
Notwithstanding aforementioned limitations, this study
demonstrated the possibility that tDCS of the DLPFC may
reduce symptoms of online game addiction, time spent on
games, and increase self-control. As a potential mechanism
underlying these effects, tDCS may have partially restored
interhemispheric balance of glucose metabolism in the
DLPFC. Prefrontal tDCS may be a useful treatment option
for online game overuse or IGD. Larger sham-controlled
studies with longer follow-up period are warranted to vali-
date the efficacy of tDCS in gamers.
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